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The results of it?

It made everyone excited.

Make one plan after another.

Finally so weak…

Coax it to play?

Only the death squad and the masters of Tiance Mansion resolved it.
We must know that Yanlongwei has deployed the largest number of teams on the defensive line.

As a result, there is no chance to be put into use at all.

And there are millions of reserve teams in the rear.
There are hundreds of thousands of warriors in the dark group, dark whistle and so on.

Not even more useable.

There are also reinforcements from the Bible Organization and Maya Industry. They are too far away
and come a little slower.

The battle ended.

It’s so funny.

Speaking out will make people laugh.

I think Daxia is sick!

Soon news came from all over the world.

Everyone won.

After the real power of various countries was deployed, this giant creature was completely defeated.

Especially the Eagle Nation solved the battle as quickly as possible.

The disasters all over the world were removed instantly.

However, the preliminary preparations are far greater than the combat needs…

The most unbalanced is Daxia.

They prepared too much, too much, and this is the result? ? ?

“Waste! Too much waste, right? It seems to be ready, but in fact the loss is too great!”

“Who should I look for in this wave of losses? It’s not necessary at all!”

Ye Wudao shouted.

Hear Ye Wudao say so.

Xia Liejun and the others were even more depressed.

The loss is too great!

Not to mention everything that was prepared.

The loss on the safety island is too great.

Human and financial resources are sky-high!

And the materials used to build the island are all traded.

The resources for the construction of safe islands were obtained in exchange for precious resources
after the treasury was opened.

The loss is too great.

The point is now not the previous resources.

It is now a semi-finished product, which is equivalent to processing.

To exaggerate it is a waste product.

If you don’t use it to build a safe house, it’s all wasted.

Distressed!

Xiao Liejun heard someone mention this.

The heart is really bleeding!

The safety island and all kinds of preparations are really costly.

Especially Lu Xiong is really willing to spare it!

Take out all the belongings he can take.

Just believe in Levi Garrison and fight it out at the end.

This time although it is not about the power of the whole country.

But at least a quarter of the power of the treasury and so on…

It hurts vitality…

Especially not available now.

It’s even more damaging.

The loss is too great.

Indirectly weakened Daxia’s national power…

The problem is big and big!

“Then Daxia can only reduce the loss as much as possible now…All the safety island projects have been
stopped! Those unused materials can be sold quickly, and they can be used in other places…

In short, reduce losses as much as possible! Levi Garrison has already pitted you, so he can only wipe his
buttocks! “

Ye Wudao said.

Xiao Liejun nodded their heads: “It can only be so! The best way to reduce losses now is to stop the safe
island project!”

“Really ridiculous, half of the establishment of such a large project is about to stop!”

“Ye Wudao, if you don’t know how to speak, don’t say it! Everything is linked to others!”

Underworld god roared.

Want Ye Wudao to know the true identity of God of Darkness, can he still laugh at him?

“What do you mean, I said Levi Garrison is getting in your way?”

Ye Wudao naturally refused to agree.

He also has a bad temper.

“Are you looking for death?”

